Effects of defined medium, fetal bovine serum, and human serum on growth and chemosensitivities of human breast cancer cells in primary culture: inference for in vitro assays.
We compared the effects of defined medium, fetal bovine serum (FBS) and human serum (HuS) on the growth and responses to chemotherapeutic agents of human breast cancer cells in primary culture. Normal and tumor tissues were dissociated to small aggregates and single cells and seeded onto collagen-gel-coated wells in defined medium or medium supplemented with 5% FBS or 5% HuS. In all cases examined, defined medium and medium containing HuS were superior to medium containing FBS in supporting growth of both normal and tumor cell cultures. However, cultures in defined medium showed an initial cell loss. Cells from the same tumor cultured in different media varied in their responses to chemotherapeutic agents. In light of these results, medium supplemented with HuS, which promoted attachment of these cells in culture and stimulated their growth, should be the most appropriate nutrient environment for determining the effects of therapeutic agents on cells as it most closely resembles the in vivo situation. Because there were also variations in growth rates and chemosensitivities of tumor cells cultured in different human serum samples, we suggest that optimal conditions in which to culture these cells include the serum of the patient whose tumor is removed. This serum may provide host factors that influence cell growth and interact with exogenous factors.